
Thank you for allowing us to be your partner in healing!

Here are some suggestions to best utilize your sessions:

1. We highly recommend staying hydrated throughout your detoxification process (with every 
exhalation your body releases moisture). We at Life Center cannot stress the water element strongly 
enough (a gallon a day for a minimum of 7 days and max of 21 days). Water is critical to the process. Think 
of a riverbed filled with trash. A riverbed with very little water becomes stagnant, smelly, slimy and cannot 
support life. A riverbed with plenty of water gushing through it, however, cleans the riverbed, washes filth 
away and supports life for the river. Now see that riverbed as your bloodstream and lymph system. Which 
do you want running through your body, a stagnant swamp or a life-giving, crystal clear river? You get to 
decide!

2. To assist with hydration, may we recommend our Ultima product?  Ultima is what we give you after 
your session.  It balances your electrolytes, gives you energy and assists your cells in absorbing water faster 
and more efficiently. Ultima is better than any electrolyte drink currently on the market: the sweetness 
comes from Stevia and fruit extract, not sugar, and it is free of GMO, MSG, wheat, gluten, yeast and extra 
stimulants or synthetic ingredients. It refreshes without loading you up with more toxicity. We recommend 
a cup a day for the next month to assist your body with the healing process.

3.  Avoid heavy foods / meals – (pastas, breads, cream sauces, greasy or fried foods, etc). DO NOT FAST! 
Avoid caffeine, alcohol and too much sugar…basically use your best judgment for a healthy lifestyle and 
diet.  

4. Steer clear of heavy exercise, getting blood work drawn and energy work (including use of 
crystals / stones) for the integration period. While you are in a detoxification process, your body has a 
limited amount of energy to take care of a lot of jobs. Your body will be cleaning house, fixing 
communication breakdowns, restructuring broken networks and formations…whew! There’s quite a bit of 
activity going on that you will be unaware of and other energy work or energy devices can “arm wrestle” 
with the sessions. Exercise tears down muscle to rebuild it stronger, but wouldn’t you rather your body fix 
what’s broken, first? There’s plenty of time later to get muscle strength. For now, let your body rebuild and 
heal on its own, with its own energy. Ideally, stay at only 60% of normal activity for 14-21 days so that 
your body can use all leftover energy to make you feel better inside. 

5. Let’s get you on the calendar for your next set of sessions! Depending on when you wish to come 
back in, you may want to snag your choice times now before you leave, we would be sad to see you not get 
your first choice of appointments.

6. Health Maintenance Membership.  Ask us how today!



7. Now that you have experienced the technology, do you know of someone who would benefit from 
having sessions?    

A perfect candidate would be someone who has chronic stress, a busy life, mild to major health challenges, 
or a deep desire to relax, rest and detoxify from life’s little curveballs.  Who do you know?
Refer three or more people to LCOW (within a calendar year) and receive a FREE single session. 

8. If you have a flex spending or health saving account we can give you a receipt for reimbursement.  


